Current State of the Surgical Treatment of Terminal Neuromas.
Painful terminal neuromas resulting from nerve injury following amputation are common. However, there is currently no universally accepted gold standard of treatment for this condition. A comprehensive literature review is presented on the treatment of terminal neuromas. Four categories of terminal neuroma surgical procedures are assessed: epineurial closure; nerve transposition with implantation; neurorrhaphy, and alternate target reinnervation. Significant patient and case studies are highlighted in each section, focusing on surgical technique and patient outcome metrics. Studies presented consisted of a PubMed search for "terminal neuromas," without year limitation. The current available research supports the use of implantation into muscle for the surgical treatment of terminal neuromas. However, this technique has several fundamental flaws that limit its utility, as it does not address the underlying physiology behind neuroma formation. Regenerative peripheral nerve interfaces and targeted muscle reinnervation are 2 techniques that seem to offer the most promise in preventing and treating terminal neuroma formation. Both techniques are also capable of generating control signals which can be used for both motor and sensory prosthetic control. Such technology has the potential to lead to the future restoration of lost limb function in amputees. Further clinical research employing larger patient groups with high-quality control groups and reproducible outcome measures is needed to determine the most effective and beneficial surgical treatment for terminal neuromas. Primary focus should be placed on investigating techniques that most closely approximate the theoretically ideal neuroma treatment, including targeted muscle reinnervation and regenerative peripheral nerve interfaces.